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1. Introduction 
This is a proposal to encode Chisoi in the Universal Character Set.  Chisoi is used to in West Bengal, Odisha 
and Jharkhand for writing the Kurmali /Kudmali language. This document provides a description of the 
writing system, implementation details, a code chart and names list, and a few specimens. It supersedes 
the following documents: 

 L2/21-183 ‘Proposal to Encode Chisoi in the Universal Character Set’  

It incorporates comments regarding previous proposals made in: 

 L2/21-174 ‘Recommendations to UTC #169 October 2021 on Script Proposals’ 
 

2. Backgrounds 

Chisoi(cisOi/cisoi)
^ 

is a script used for writing Kurmali
^ 

(Devanagari:कुड़मालि, Bengali:কুড়ম ািল, Odia:କୁଡ଼ମାଲ,ି 

Chisoi:kuRmali, IPA:[kuɽmaːli+) (ISO 639-3:kyw), is an Indo-Aryan language (classified under Bihari group) of 

311,175 people (census 2011)
^ 

primarily spoken in Seraikela Kharsawan, Khunti, East Singhbhum, West 
Singhbhum Districts of Jharkhand; Mayurbhanj, Keonjhar, Balasore Districts of Odisha; Purulia, Bankura, 
Jhargram, South Dinajpur and Paschim Medinipur Districts of West Bengal. Kurmali is closely related to 
Khortha language of Jharkhand

^
. Panchapargania (ISO 639-3:tdb) is a dialect of Kurmali language

^
. It is 

spoken by 257,000 people (2011)(Ethnologue)
^ 

in ‘Panchapargana’ (Bundu, Silli, Rahe blocks of Ranchi; 
Tamar, Arki blocks of Khunti and Jhalda I & II blocks of Purulia) region of India. It is an unwritten language.  
Kurmali

^
 is also mother tongue of some people of Chhattisgarh, Assam and other parts of India even in 

Bangladesh and Nepal. Kurmali language is spoken by Kur(d)mi people. Kur(d)mi people of Assam 
(Golaghat district) mostly referred Assamese as their first language as like Kur(d)mi people of Nepal

[13]
 

referred Bhojpuri. Kur(d)mi people of Bangladesh
^
 (Sylhet, Moulavibazar and Habigonj districts) still using 

Kurmali as their primary language. Kur(d)mi includes Mahato, Mahata, Kurmi, Kudumi, Mohanta,  
Mahanta, Bagal, Kamar, Kamhar,Tanti, Harhi, Muchi, Napit, Dhopa, Dhai, Morol, etc sobriquet. Kurmali 
was recognized as an additional official language of Jharkhand and West Bengal.

^
 

Kurmali Language written in four scripts i,e. Chisoi, Devanagari, Bengali and Odia. Devanagari and Bengali 
are commonly used in official purposes in Jharkhand and West Bengal, but Chisoi is the own script of 
Kurmali Language. Many peoples and Kurmali linguists created their own version of Kurmali script in last 
few decades, but unfortunately those are not accepted by the people and not implemented later. Jayanta 
Kumar Mahata

^
 of Bamundiha village, Medinipur district had invented Chisoi scripts in 1986. He gets 

inspiration to create a new writing system from his grandfather. His grandfather was one of the famous 
Kurmali folklore singer of his time. He started to collect various ancient symbols, Rangolis, Alpanas, ritual 
signs of Kurmali community from his school time [see fig.1]. After completing his graduation, he created a 

new script in 1986[see fig.6] and named ‘Chisoi’. Most of the letters derived from A, reflects their deity 

Buṛhābābā. This symbol A also known as ‘Svastika’ in Bengali Hindu community. . 

 

 

Figure 1: Showing various Kurmali traditional symbols as well as Rangoli and Alpanas. 

 

https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2021/21183-chisoi.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2021/21174-script-adhoc-rept.pdf
https://omniglot.com/writing/chisoi.htm
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurmali_language
https://iso639-3.sil.org/code/kyw
http://www.ethnologue.com/language/kyw
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khortha_language
https://iso639-3.sil.org/code/tdb
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/TDB
http://www.ethnologue.com/language/kyw
https://en.banglapedia.org/index.php/Kurmi
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kudumi_Mahato
https://www.endangeredalphabets.com/2021/09/01/designing-new-scripts-chisoi/
rick
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2.1 Developments 
Jayanta Kumar Mahata named the script as ‘Kurmali Lipi’. But the word ‘Chisoi’ is very popular and well 
known among to Kudmali community. There is a very famous rhyme among the Kurmali linguistic 
community i.e  

‘Cis Cisôi Cisio, Cisā Cisi Sikhio’ cisx cisoi cisiO, cisa cisi sikHiO’ 
And the meaning of word ‘Chisoi’ is drawn /written in Kurmali language. Therefore he considered ‘Chisoi’ 
is an appropriate name for this new script. He used name Chisoi first time in his publication ‘Kurmali 
Chisoi Chinhap’ in 1994. 

 In 1994, Jayanta Kumar Mahata established ‘All India Kurmali Chisoi-A Society’ ol inxDiya kuRmali cisOi—a 

sOsaiTi and ‘Kurmali Chisoi-A writers and Artist Association’ in 2009. In 2016, Jayanta Kumar Mahata, 
Narayan Mahata along with 3 more people established ‘Kurmali Chisoi Chari Foundation’ trustee-board. 

Later, he established ‘Kurmali Chisoi-A Teachers’ Association’ kuRmali cisOi--a Ticarsx esOsiyesan in 2019. 
All India Kurmali Chisoi-A Society opened first Kurmali private elementary schools and adult education 
center in 2009. In 2021-22, 49 new primary schools got opened only in Purulia district. At present 
Jhargram has 20 schools, 606 students and 49 teachers. Similarly, there are 52 schools, 817 students, 104 
teachers in Purulia and 3 schools, 8 teachers and 61 students in Paschim Medinipur. And 2 schools run 
over Jharkhand and Odisha. These schools are specifically for Kurmali and Chisoi learning. In 2009, some 
schools got formal recognition from State Government. Nowadays, 10 Kurmali elementary schools are 
running under Govt. of India’s Samagra Shiksha Mission समग्र लिक्षा अलियान schemes, like Gadra, Sonakhuli, 
Joypur, Barsole, Dwarkanath, etc. Some other private organizations are teaching Chisoi script in Odisha 
and Jharkhand. 

In 2009, All India Kurmali Chisoi-A Society published first ever Kurmali primer ‘Kuṛmāli Cisoi Cinhāp’ kuRmali 

cisix cinxhapx for class-I [see fig.7]. Later on Mangal Mahata compiled another primer ‘Kuṛmāli Ô-Bô-Āi Suluk 

Pũthi’ kuRmalio-b-E suluk pVutHi in 2017. Ujjwal Mahata from Rajshahi, Bangladesh compiled first ever Kurmali 

primer ‘Gidôrũenke Kuṛmāli Cisôi’ gidrVuenke kuRmali cisoi for Kurmali speakers of Bangladesh in Feb 21, 
2021. In Bangladesh, Tapan Mahato conducting online Chisoi teaching learning workshops for Kurmali 
speakers of Bangladesh 
Two digitized fonts are available for Chisoi, ‘‘KurmaliChisoy’’ (True Type) was designed by Pankaj Mahato 
in 2000. All old Kurmali books, magazines, banners, pamphlets, etc used this font. Another True Type font 
“Biswa_Chisoi’’ designed by Biswajit Mandal in the year of 2021. It is being used to print all new editions 

of books; banners, etc. like new edition of textbooks ‘Kuṛmāli Sāṛā Bāhār’ kuRmali saRa bahar for III 

&‘Kuṛmāli Sāṛā Bāhār’ kuRmali saRa bahar for IV. 
 
2.2 Usage 

Chisoi is currently used in writing and print for various purposes: 
 

 Educational Materials  
Primary level educational materials for Kurmali published by All India Kurmali Chisoi-A Society, 

Raghunathpur, Jhargram District (W.B.). Examples of primers are ‘Kuṛmāli Cisoi Cinhāp’  kuRmali cisix cinxhapx  

for class-I and ‘Kuṛmāli Cisoi Cinhāp Dôṛi Kh aṛā’ kuRmali cisix cinxhapx dRi kXHaRa for class-II, etc in 2009. [see 
fig.7] 

Mangal Mahata compiled another primer ‘Kuṛmāli Ô-Bô-Āi Suluk Pũthi’ kuRmali o-b-E suluk pVutHi in 2017. 

Ujjwal Mahata (Bangladesh) compiled first ever Kurmali primer ‘Gidôrũenke Kuṛmāli Cisôi’ gidruVenke 

kuRmali cisoi for Bangladesh in 2021. [see fig.27] 

Chariyan Mahato has written pre-primary textbook ‘Hāmôr Kuṛmāli Cisôi’ hanr kuRmali cisoi in 2022. 

 Newspaper   

A weekly newspaper of Kurmali ‘Āddās’ adxdas in Chisoi first time published in 16
th

June 2013, edited by 
Narayan Mahata. Now it is not publishing from 2 years due to COVID pandemic. New edition will be 

published in new font so soon. Another monthly magazine ‘Pôrôm’ পরম (2017) published in Bengali, 
sometime it carries Kurmali articles.[see fig.26] 

 Ephemera  
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‘Kurmali Chisoi-A Teachers’ Association’ kuRmali cisOi--a Ticarsx esOsiyesan produces and distributed various 
posters, banners and pamphlets. [see fig.22] 

 Linguistic works   

The Kurmali-to-English dictionary ‘Kuṛmāli Sāṛābh āṛār’ kuRmali saRabHVaRar published in 2014. And 

Chisoi-to-English-to-Bengali – Kurmali dictionary ‘Kuṛmāli Sāṛā bh āṛār’ kuRmali saRa bVHaRar published in 
2022.[see fig.19] 

 Literary Works 

Kurmali poetry book ‘Kuṛmāli Cāri Disā’ kuRmali cari disa by Mangal Mahata in both Chisoi and Bengali 
scripts in 2016 [see fig.29].  

Kurmali poetry book ‘Cāriceṭhā’ cariceTHa  by Narayan Mahata in 2014 [see fig.30].  

The Kurmali prose ‘Bulān’ bulan by Maniklal Mahata in 2018 [see fig.28]. 

 Workshops    

‘All India Kurmali Chisoi-A Society’ ol inxDiya kuRmali cisOi- -a sOsaiTi conducts Half Yearly Chisoi Teaching-
Learning Workshop every year. In 2017, it conducted a workshop in Jharkhand collaborately with ‘Kurmi 
Sanskriti Bikas Samiti Dhalbhumgarh’.[see fig. 16(d)] 
In 2022, ‘One day workshop on Kurmali Chisoi chari education & its future aspect’ organized by 
‘Manbhum Dalit Sahitya O Sanskriti Sangha’ in Jhargram. [see fig.16(e)] 

 Digital Works 
‘All India Kurmali Chisoi-A Society’ launched ‘All India Kurmali Shaksharta Mission of Chisoi’ and 
‘ChisoiKurmali’ Android App (available in Google Playstore) in the November, 2021. It is a digital 
platform to learn Chisoi. [see fig.31]

^
 

 
3. Script 

The script is assigned the name ‘Chisoi’. The proposed characters are intended for presenting current forms of 
Chisoi. The set consists of 40 characters: 28 letters, 2 signs and 10 digits. [see fig.6,7,10] 

 
3.1 Structure 

Chisoi (also called as Kuṛmāli Cisoi kuRmali cisOi-, Cisôi lipi cisix lipi or Cisoi lipi cisOi lipi) is written from left-to-
right. It has a feature of an alphabet: vowels are written as full letters. However consonants may have an inherent 
vowels; it typically is pronounced [ɔ] or [ə], normally never occurs in final position but some cases it can occur 

during to pronounce ‘Tadbhav तद्भव’ words. It means ‘a word used in one language which is a distorted from of a 

word in another language’. For examples: mahat ‘māhātô’ Surname, sanxt ‘sāntô’ Peaceful, msxt ‘môstô’ Big in size, 

obxgnt ‘ôbgônôtô’ Known, etc[see fig.19]. 

 The script has no regular system of conjuncts but it has SISO to mute the inherent vowel[see fig.2,3,4 &5].The 

letter H JARAHA*ʱ+ is used after consonants to indicate aspirations: kH khô [kʱɔ],gH ghô [gʱɔ],cH chô [ʧʱɔ],jH jhô 
[ʤʱɔ], etc. 

Chisoi is an alphabetical script that is written from left-to-right. There are no attested ligatures. The typical didactic 
presentation of Chisoi is shown with one major section; signs are included in this section. The section is a chart 
with ten rows and three columns, where first to fourth, sixth and seventh row’s first letter is a vowel, and the 
letter names are based on Brahmic style. [see fig.6,7,8,9,10] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.study.chisoikurmali%20https://chisoikurmali.com/chisoiRegistrationform.php
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o b  E 

A BA AAI 

a g t 
AA GA TA 

e s n 
E SA NA 

i k r 
I KA RA 

m h R 
MA HA RRA 

u d l 
U DA LA 

O Y N 
O NYA NGA 

c j p 
CA JA PA 

◌V y D 
ANUSVARA YA DDA 

T  H ◌x 
TTA JARAHA SISO 

 

 

3.2 Chisoi sign ANUSVARA<◌V> 

 The sign (◌V) is written on the top of the vowels and consonants in question except JARAHA. It is a 
nasalization mark of Chisoi. It corresponds to the Candrabindu in Devanagari, Bengali and Odia. Its IPA is 

[˜].For examples: oV[ɔ ], aV* +, iX* +, kV[kɔ ], gV[gɔ ], etc. To represent the nasalized aspirated consonants, the 

position of sign (◌V) will be, For examples: kVH [kʱɔ ], gVH[gʱɔ ],  pVH *pʱɔ ],TVH [ʈʱɔ ],DVH, [ɖʱɔ ], etc.[see fig.18] 

 In the attached specimens sign ANUSVARA shown as (Q), it is due to font’s standard. The actual sign of 

ANUSVARA is (◌V). It has similarity in glyph with ‘COMBINING RING ABOVE’ U+030A (  ), but this proposal 
for separate encoding of CHISOI SIGN ANUSVARA. 
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3.2.1 Position of Chisoi Sign ANUSVARA<◌V)> 

The position of sign (◌V) will on the top of the both vowels and consonants. But in the old font “KurmaliChisoy” 
shows different positions for different letters. It occurs due lack of Unicode standardization. Actually the correct 

position of sign (◌V) is the top middle of the letters. For example: 

 

Figure 2: Comparison between original font (first line) and new font (bottom line). Old font is showing non similarities in position of Anusvara but 

the new font showing accurate top middle position of Anusvara. 

3.3 Chisoi letter JARAHA<H> 

 The letter (H) JARAHA ‘Jôṛô’hô’ jRh means ‘to add’. It is used after consonants to indicate aspirations 
*ʱ+.JARAHA never place in the initial position of any Kurmali words, always used after consonants. For 

examples: k[kɔ]+H*ʱ+=kH*kʱɔ], g[gɔ]+H*ʱ+=gH*gʱɔ], T[ʈɔ]+H*ʱ+=TH[ʈʱɔ], t*t  ɔ]+H*ʱ+=tH*t  ɦ ɔ], c[ʧɔ]+H*ʱ+=cH[ʧʱɔ] ,etc. 

 In Kurmali writing system there is no use of visarga. JARAHA is the unique character which is not available 
in Devanagari, Bengali and Odia scripts because it used to make aspirated consonants. It has similarity in 

glyph with ‘BENGALI SIGN VISARGA’ U+0983 (ঃ), but this proposal for separate encoding of CHISOI LETTER 
JARAHA. 

               3.3.1 Position of Chisoi letter JARAHA<H> 

 To represent the nasalized aspirated consonants, the position of (H) JARAHA will be after the sign 

ANUSVARA, For examples: k+◌V+H=kVH [kʱɔ ], g+◌V+H=gVH [gʱɔ ],  p+◌V+H=pVH *pʱɔ ], T+◌V+H=TVH [ʈʱɔ ], D+◌V+H=DVH, [ɖʱɔ ], 
etc.[see fig.13][§ 3.2] 

 To represent the inherent vowel less aspirated consonants, the position of (H) JARAHA will be after the 

SIGN SISO, For examples: k+◌ x+H=kxH [kʱ], g+◌ x+H=gxH [gʱ], p+◌ x+H=pxH *pʱ+, T+◌ x+H=TxH [ʈʱ], D+◌ x+H=DxH [ɖʱ], etc. [see 
fig.13][see fig.][§ 3.4] 

3.4 Chisoi Sign SISO<◌x> 

 The sign (◌x) ‘Sis’ô’ sisxo is written in the beneath of the letters in question. Chisoi has no regular system of 
conjuncts, SISO functions as like to mute the inherent vowel either [ɔ] or [ə] of the consonants. For 

examples: k[kɔ]+◌ x=kx[k], g[gɔ]+◌ x=gx[g], p[pɔ]+◌ x=px[p], N[ŋɔ]+◌ x=Nx[ŋ], etc. 

 To represent the inherent vowel less aspirated consonants, the position of sign (◌x) will be, For examples: 

kH[kʱɔ]+◌ x=kxH[kʱ], gH[gʱɔ]+◌ x=gxH[gʱ], cH[ʧʱɔ]+◌ x=cxH[ʧʱ], pH[pʱɔ]+◌ x=pxH*pʱ+, TH[ʈʱɔ]+◌ x=TxH[ʈʱ], DH[ɖʱɔ]+◌ x=DxH[ɖʱ], etc.[see 
fig.12]And there is no single letter in Chisoi orthography which is containing both SISO and anusvara 

together like kxV, gVx,  pxV, etc. 

3.4.1 Other uses of Chisoi Sign SISO <◌x> 

 Glottalizational mark: If the last consonant letter of any word carries SISO <◌x>, it reflects glottal stop 

phoneme. For examples: anxhR x [ɔnhɔɽʔ] ‘inexpert’, agm x [ɔgɔmʔ] ‘not moving’, abxjRx[ɔbʤaɽʔ] ‘dirtful’, etc. 
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If any word ended with letter LETTER A <o>  and its left sided letter contains SISO <◌x>, then that 

letter will carry glottal stop phoneme. For example: sisxo [sisʔɔ] ‘stop’, etc.[see fig.17,12] 

< Consonant + ◌x + o > 
 

 If LETTER I <i> carries SISO <◌x> in a word, then left sided letter of <i> will pronounce with inherent 

phoneme [ɔ] or [ə]. For examples: aixnTal [aɔinɔʈal] ‘Eight’, jixdHa [ʤɔidʱa] ‘warrior’ and cisix [ʧisɔi] ‘Chisoi’ 
[see fig.12]. 

    < Consonant /Vowel+ i + ◌x + Consonant /Vowel > 

 3.5 Chisoi letter AAI<E> 

It is a diphthong vowel letter with combination of LETTER AA and LETTER I. Its glyph is a combination of two letters 

a+i=E. Its IPA is [ai]. To represent this sound we use आइ (in Devanagari), আই (in Bengali) and ଆଇ (in Odia). For 

examples: Ena *ainaː+ आइना/আইন /ଆଇନା, ‘Mirror’ and EVsa *a saː+ आइँसा/আইঁস /ଆଇଁସା, ‘name of a month’, etc. 

  3.6 Chisoi letter RRA<R> 

It is the voiced retroflex flap ṛ[ɽ] of Chisoi. To represent this sound we use ड़ (in Devanagari), ড় (in Bengali) and ଡ଼ 

(in Odia). For examples: obxgR [ɔbgɔɽ] अब्गड़/অব্গড়/ଅବଗ୍ଡ଼, ‘Stupid’, agR-bgR [ɔgɔɽ-bɔgɔɽ] अगड़-बगड़/অগড়-বগড়/ଅଗଡ଼-ବଗଡ଼, 

‘Meaningless’, kuRmali [kuɽmaːli+ कुड़मालि/কুড়ম ািল/କୁଡ଼ମାଲ,ି etc. 

  3.7 Digits 

There is full set of decimal digits: 0 ZERO, 1 ONE, 2 TWO, 3 THREE, 4 FOUR, 5 FIVE, 6 SIX, 7 SEVEN, 8 EIGHT, 9 
NINE [see fig.10, 25]. 

 3.8 Punctuation 

Chisoi uses danda <.> and double danda <..> at the end of the sentence. double danda <..> was not included in 

previous proposal L2/21-183 [24]. Many Indic scripts use the danda U+0964 and double danda U+0965 from the 
Devanagari block. Since Bengali uses danda and double danda from the Devanagari block vis script extensons and 
therefore keyboard layouts in the area share the same character, it is proposed to extend the same danda and 
double danda usage to the Chisoi script as well, to avoid confusion and additional complexity for users.  

There are no script-specific punctuation marks. Latin marks, such as : ; ‘’ () ? / - and ! are used [see fig.24]. 

4. Character names 

The name of the script is Chisoi ‘Cisoi’ cisOi ‘Written’ or ‘Drawn’. The name Chisoi first time found in the literature 
of Kurmali ‘Kuṛmāli Cisoi Cinhāp’ in 1994.Proposed character names for this proposal are given below [see table 
no.1]. 
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A B C D A B C D A B C D 

o A ô *ɔ+ k KA kô *kɔ+ N NGA ôṅ *ŋɔ+ 

b BA bô *bɔ+ r RA rô *rɔ+ c CA cô *ʧɔ+ 

E AAI āʼi [ai] m MA mô *mɔ+ j JA jô *ʤɔ+ 

a AA ā [a] h HA hô *hɔ+ p PA pô *pɔ+ 

g GA gô *gɔ+ R RRA ṛô *ɽɔ+ ◌V ANUSVARA   *˜+ 

t TA tô *t  ɔ+ u U u [u] y YA ôy *jɔ+ 

e E e [e] d DA dô *dɔ+ D DDA ôʼḍ *ɖɔ+ 

s SA sô *sɔ+ l LA lô *lɔ+ T TTA ṭô *ʈɔ+ 

n NA nô *nɔ+ O O o [o] H JARAHA jôṛôʼhô *ʱ+ 

i I i [i] Y NYA ʼiñ *ɲɔ+ ◌x SISO sisʼô 

 Table 1:column A is showing letters and signs, column B is showing proposed character names, column C is showing 

native name of letters and column D is showing IPA. 

5. Character Shapes 

The Chisoi proposed here for encoding in the UCS in the Standard Chisoi, the font ‘‘BISWA_CHISOI’’ for the 

proposed was drawn by Biswajit Mandal in the year 2021. The original font “KURMALICHISOY” was drawn by 

Pankaj Mahato in the year 2009. All the Kurmali books, documents, specimens, etc those attached here are in 

original font. The new “BISWA_CHISOI” font used here because original font having lots of imperfections ,that 

islack of standard qualities in glyphs, problems in positioning of signs, non collinearity in letters and kerning 

problems in letters. The comparison table no. 1 includes Pankaj Mahato’s original font “KURMALICHISOY” and new 

“BISWA_CHISOI” font [see table no.2]. 

5.1 Shapes and collinearities 

In the original font having the problem of standard quality in glyphs of letters as well as having problem in coaxial 

of letters. Some letters heights and sizes are different from others. Attached specimens are showing this problem. 

The new font is perfectly collinear and good looking. 

 

Figure 3: Comparison between original font (first line) and new font (bottom line). Old font is showing non collinearities of letters but the new 

font showing perfect collinearities as well as beautiful sorts. 
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Figure 4: Comparison between original font (first line) and new font (bottom line). Old font is showing the wrong position and size of letter AAI, I 

and NGA but the new font showing the perfectness. 

5.2 Kerning issues between two letters 

We are having the proper kerning problem between two letters in the original font. Letters are not perfectly set in 

the position that is why some letters become stuck with each other and look like a conjunction.[see fig.13] 

 

Figure 5: Comparison between original font (first line) and new font (bottom line). Old font is showing the kerning issues between two letters but 

the new font showing accurate gap between two letters. 

6. Tentative Characters Properties 

xxx00;CHISOI LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx01;CHISOI LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx02;CHISOI LETTER AI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx03;CHISOI LETTER AA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx04;CHISOI LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx05;CHISOI LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx06;CHISOI LETTER E;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx07;CHISOI LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx08;CHISOI LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx09;CHISOI LETTER I;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx0A;CHISOI LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx0B;CHISOI LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx0C;CHISOI LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx0D;CHISOI LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx0E;CHISOI LETTER RRA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx0F;CHISOI LETTER U;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx10;CHISOI LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx11;CHISOI LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx12;CHISOI LETTER O;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx13;CHISOI LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx14;CHISOI LETTER NGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx15;CHISOI LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx16;CHISOI LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx17;CHISOI LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx18;CHISOI SIGN ANUSVARA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx19;CHISOI LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx1A;CHISOI LETTER DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx1B;CHISOI LETTER TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx1C;CHISOI LETTER JARAHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx1D;CHISOI SIGN SISO;Mn;9;NSM;;;;;N;;;;; 
xxx20;CHISOI DIGIT ZERO;Nd;0;L;;0;0;0;N;;;;; 
xxx21;CHISOI DIGIT ONE;Nd;0;L;;1;1;1;N;;;;; 
xxx22;CHISOI DIGIT TWO;Nd;0;L;;2;2;2;N;;;;; 
xxx23;CHISOI DIGIT THREE;Nd;0;L;;3;3;3;N;;;;; 
xxx24;CHISOI DIGIT FOUR;Nd;0;L;;4;4;4;N;;;;; 
xxx25;CHISOI DIGIT FIVE;Nd;0;L;;5;5;5;N;;;;; 
xxx26;CHISOI DIGIT SIX;Nd;0;L;;6;6;6;N;;;;; 
xxx27;CHISOI DIGIT SEVEN;Nd;0;L;;7;7;7;N;;;;; 
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xxx28;CHISOI DIGIT EIGHT;Nd;0;L;;8;8;8;N;;;;; 
xxx29;CHISOI DIGIT NINE;Nd;0;L;;9;9;9;N;;;;; 

 

6.1 Linebreak.txt 

xxx00..xxx17;AL # Lo [25] CHISOI LETTER A..CHISOI LETTER PA 

xxx18       ;CM # Mn [01] CHISOI SIGN ANUSVARA 
xxx19..xxx1C;AL # Lo [04] CHISOI LETTER YA..CHISOI LETTER JARAHA 
xxx1D       ;CM # Mn [01] CHISOI SIGN SISO 
xxx20..xxx29;AL # Nd [09] CHISOI DIGIT ZERO..CHISOI DGIT NINE 

 

6.2 ScriptExtensions.txt 

# ======================================================== 

# Script_Extensions=Beng Deva Dogr Gong Gonm Gran Gujr Guru Knda Mahj Mlym Nand orya Sind Sinh Sylo Takr 
Taml telu Tirh Chis  

0964  ; Beng Deva Dogr Gong Gonm Gran Gujr Guru Knda Mahj Mlym Nand orya Sind Sinh Sylo Takr 
Taml telu Tirh Chis # Po DEVANGARI DANDA 

# Total code points: 1 

# ======================================================== 

# Script_Extensions=Beng Deva Dogr Gong Gonm Gran Gujr Guru Knda Limb Mahj Mlym Nand orya Sind Sinh Sylo 
Takr Taml telu Tirh Chis  

0965  ; Beng Deva Dogr Gong Gonm Gran Gujr Guru Knda Limb Mahj Mlym Nand orya Sind Sinh Sylo 
Takr Taml telu Tirh Chis # Po DEVANGARI DOUBLE DANDA 

# Total code points: 1 

7. Collations 

The collation order is as follows: 

o A < b BA < E AAI < a AA < g GA < t TA < e E < s SA < n NA < i I < k KA < r RA < m MA < h HA < R RRA < u U < d DA < l LA 

< O O < Y NYA < N NGA < c CA < j JA < p PA < ◌V SIGN ANUSVARA < y YA < D DDA < T TTA < H JARAHA < ◌x SIGN SISO <  0 DIGIT 

ZERO < 1 DIGIT ONE < 2 DIGIT TWO < 3 DIGIT THREE < 4 DIGIT FOUR < 5 DIGIT FIVE < 6 DIGIT SIX < 7 DIGIT SEVEN < 8 DIGIT EIGHT 

< 9 DIGIT NINE 

 

8. ‘Confusable’ characters 

Below is a list of Chisoi characters that are ‘confusable’ with those encoded in other scripts blocks: 

e CHISOI LETTER E ; L 004C LATIN CAPITAL LETTER L 

n CHISOI LETTER NA ; M 004D LATIN CAPITAL LETTER M 

m CHISOI LETTER MA ; Ч 0427 CYRILLIC CAPITAL LETTER CHE 

O CHISOI LETTER O ; Ѳ 0472 CYRILLIC CAPITAL LETTER FITA 

D CHISOI LETTER DDA ; ঢ 09A2 BENGALI LETTER DDHA 

H CHISOI JARAHA ; ঃ  0983 BENGALI SIGN VISARGA 

◌x CHISOI SIGN SISO ; ঃ  09CD BENGALI SIGN VIRAMA 

0 CHISOI DIGIT ZERO ; 0 0030 DIGIT ZERO 

1 CHISOI DIGIT ONE ; ১ 09E7 BENGALI DIGIT ONE 

3 CHISOI DIGIT THREE ; ৩ 09E9 BENGALI DIGIT THREE 
 6 CHISOI DIGIT SIX ; e 0065 LATIN SMALL LETTER E 
 7 CHISOI DIGIT SEVEN ; ρ 03C1 GREEK SMALL LETTER RHO 
 8 CHISOI DIGIT EIGHT ; U 0055 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER U 
 9 CHISOI DIGIT NINE ; ω 03C9 GREEK SMALL LETTER OMEGA 
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xxx00                                                                     CHISOI                                                             xxx2F 

 
 xxx0 xxx1 xxx2 

 
0 o 

xxx00 

d 
xxx10 

0 
xxx20 

 
1 b 

xxx01 

l 
xxx11 

1 
xxx21 

 
2 E 

xxx02 

O 
xxx12 

2 
xxx22 

 
3 a 

xxx03 

Y 
xxx13 

3 
xxx23 

 
4 g 

xxx04 

N 
xxx14 

4 
xxx24 

 
5 t 

xxx05 

c 
xxx15 

5 
xxx25 

 
6 e 

xxx06 

j 
xxx16 

6 
xxx26 

 
7 s 

xxx07 

p 
xxx17 

7 
xxx27 

 
8 n 

xxx08 

 V 
xxx18 

8 
xxx28 

 
9 i 

xxx09 

y 
xxx19 

9 
xxx29 

 
A k  

xxx0A 

D 
xxx1A 

 

 
B r 

xxx0B 

T 
xxx1B 

 

 
C m 

xxx0C 

H  
xxx1C 

 

 
D h 

xxx0D 

 x 
xxx1D 

 

 
E R 

xxx0E 

  

 
F u 

xxx0F 
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Letters and signs 

xxx00  o  CHISOI LETTER A 

xxx01  b  CHISOI LETTER BA 

xxx02  E  CHISOI LETTER AAI 

xxx03  a  CHISOI LETTER AA 

xxx04  g  CHISOI LETTER GA 

xxx05  t  CHISOI LETTER TA 

xxx06  e  CHISOI LETTER E 

xxx07  s  CHISOI LETTER SA 

xxx08  n  CHISOI LETTER NA 

xxx09  i  CHISOI LETTER I 

xxx0A  k  CHISOI LETTER KA 

xxx0B  r  CHISOI LETTER RA 

xxx0C  m  CHISOI LETTER MA 

xxx0D  h  CHISOI LETTER HA 

xxx0E  R  CHISOI LETTER RRA 

xxx0F  u  CHISOI LETTER U 

xxx10  d  CHISOI LETTER DA 

xxx11  l  CHISOI LETTER LA 

xxx12  O  CHISOI LETTER O 

xxx13  Y  CHISOI LETTER NYA 

xxx14  N  CHISOI LETTER NGA 

xxx15  c  CHISOI LETTER CA 

xxx16  j  CHISOI LETTER JA 

xxx17  p  CHISOI LETTER PA 

xxx18   V CHISOI SIGN ANUSVARA 

xxx19  y  CHISOI LETTER YA 

xxx1A  D  CHISOI LETTER DDA 

xxx1B  T  CHISOI LETTER TTA 

xxx1C  H  CHISOI LETTER JARAHA 

xxx1D  ◌x  CHISOI SIGN SISO 
 • a consonant vowel-killer 
 

Digits 
xxx20  0  CHISOI DIGIT ZERO 

xxx21  1  CHISOI DIGIT ONE 

xxx22  2  CHISOI DIGIT TWO 

xxx23  3  CHISOI DIGIT THREE 

xxx24  4  CHISOI DIGIT FOUR 

xxx25  5  CHISOI DIGIT FIVE 

xxx26  6  CHISOI DIGIT SIX 

xxx27  7  CHISOI DIGIT SEVEN 

xxx28  8  CHISOI DIGIT EIGHT 

xxx29  9  CHISOI DIGIT NINE 
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ORG NEW ORG NEW 

  
1 o i O 

  
2 b o Y 

  
3 E p N 

  
4 a z c 

  
5 g x j ORG NEW 

6 t c p ~ 0 

7 e  ^  V { 1 

8 s v y } 2 

9 n b D | 3 

0 i n T \ 4 

= k m H : 5 

q r  `  x < 6 

w m   > 7 

e h   , 8 
r R 

  
. 9 

t u 
    y d 
    u l 
     

Table 2: Comparison of Chisoi font ‘KurmaliChisoy’ drawn by Pankaj Mahato(column ‘ORG’ ) and Nurul Alam Ador 

and Biswajit Mandal’s font ‘Chisoi’(column ‘NEW’) 
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CHISOI DEV BEN ODIA CHISOI DEV BEN ODIA 

o अ অ ଅ j ज জ ଜ 

b ब ব ବ p प প ପ 

E आइ, ााइ আই, ◌ ই ଆଇ, ◌ାଇ ◌V ा ँ ◌ঁ ◌ଁ 

a आ, ाा আ, ◌  ଆ, ◌ା y य য় ୟ 

g ग গ ଗ D ड ড ଡ 

t त ত ତ T  ट ট ଟ 

e ए, ा  এ, ে◌ ଏ, େ◌ H N/A N/A N/A 

s स স ସ ◌x ा  ◌্ ◌୍ 

n न ন ନ     

i इ, ला ই, াি◌ ଇ,  ି     

k क ক କ 0 ० ০ ୦ 

r र র ର 1 १ ১ ୧ 

m म ম ମ 2 २ ২ ୨ 

h ह হ ହ 3 ३ ৩ ୩ 

R ड़ ড় ଡ଼ 4 ४ ৪ ୪ 

u उ, ाु উ, ◌ু ଉ,  ◌ୁ 5 ५ ৫ ୫ 

d द দ ଦ 6 ६ ৬ ୬ 

l ि ল ଲ 7 ७ ৭ ୭ 

O ओ, ा  ও, ে◌  ଓ, େ◌ା 8 ८ ৮ ୮ 

Y ञ ঞ ଞ 9 ९ ৯ ୯ 

N ङ ঙ ଙ     

c च চ ଚ     

Table 3: Comparison of Chisoi with Devanagari, Bengali and Odia. In Chisoi letter Jaraha is used to make aspirated 

letters but it is absent in Devanagari, Bengali and Odia.  
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Figure 6: A chart showing letters of Chisoi with Bengali pronunciation from first ever draft of ‘Kuṛmāli Cisoi Cinhāp’ 

(1986). 
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Figure 7: A chart showing letters of Chisoi with Bengali pronunciation from book ‘Kuṛmāli Cisoi Cinhāp’ kuRmali 

cisoi cinxhap (for class-I) (15:2009). 
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Figure 8: A school wall showing letters of Chisoi (2019).  
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Figure 9: showing chart of Chisoi drawn by a school student. 
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Figure 10: showing chart of Chisoi and numerals.(courtesy:Facebook) 
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. 

Figure 11(a): Showing the first edition of Kurmali newspaper ‘Āddās’ adxdas(Jun 16th, 2013). 
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Figure 11(b): Showing the front page of Kurmali newspaper ‘Āddās’ adxdas (Dec 1st, 2016). 
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Figure 11(c): Showing the 4th page of Kurmali newspaper ‘Āddās’ adxdas(Dec 16th, 2016). 
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Figure 11(d): Showing the front page of Kurmali newspaper ‘Āddās’ adxdas(Jan 5th, 2017). 
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Figure 11(e): Showing the 3rdpage of Kurmali newspaper ‘Āddās’ adxdas with Chisoi chart (Jan 5th, 2017). 
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Figure 12: Heading showing the spelling of Chisoicisix(handwritten form)having LETTER I with SISO from the cover of 

Kurmali primer ‘Kuṛmāli Cisoi Cinhāp ’kuRmali cisix cinxhapx (for class-I)(2009) 
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Figure 13: Showing the banner of Kurmali Chisoi-A Teachers’ Association’kuRmali cisOi--a Ticarsx esOsiyesan having 

kerning issues between two letters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Showing the keyboard layout of new ‘Biswa_Chisoi’ font (2021). 
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Figure 15: Showing the class 4
th

 annual examination question paper of Kurmali subject from Sonakhuli Kurmali 

Primary School ESTD-2009(2019). 
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Figure 16(a): Showing the Chisoi teaching is going on in ‘Ānganwāḍi’ Courtyard Shelter school. 
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Figure 16(b): Showing the picture of Kurmali-Chisoi school from Mayurbhanj, Odisha. 

 

Figure 16(c): Showing the picture of Kurmali-Chisoi school from Chakulia, Jharkhand. 
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Figure 16(d): A workshop conducted on the occasion of International Mother tongue Day at Dhalbhumgarh, 

Jharkhand.(2017) 
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Figure 16(e): Participants list of ‘Kurmali Chisoi Chari education and its future aspect’ one day workshop at V Pally, 

Purulia.(2022) 
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Figure 17: Showing the positioning of Jaraha and siso from book ‘Kuṛmāli Cisoi Cinhāp’kuRmali cisix cinxhapx (for 

class-I) (14:2009). 
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Figure 18: Showing the positing of Chisoi sign Anusvara from book ‘Kuṛmāli Cisoi Cinhāp’kuRmali cisix cinxhapx (for 

class-I) (13:2009). 
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Figure 19: Showing the front page of Kurmali-English Dictionary ‘Kuṛmāli Sāṛābh āṛār’kuRmali saRabVHaRar (1:2014) 
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Figure 20: Showing the logo of ‘Sarva Ṥikṣā Abhiyān’ Education for All written in Chisoi (2019). 
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Figure 21: Showing the Kurmali poem chart drawn by a student from Gadra Kurmali primary school. 
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Figure 22: Showing the school banner and classroom of ‘Gādrā Kuṛmāli Pərāimāri Iskul’ gaDra kuRmali prEmari 

iskul.(2009) 
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Figure 23(a): Showing the diary maintaining in Chisoi, provided by Narayan Mahata. (2020, Jan) 
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Figure 23(b): Kurmali poem written in Chisoi, provided by Jayanta Kumar Mahata. (2021) 
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Figure 24(a): Showing the Chisoi DANDA, DOUBLE DANDA and other punctuation marks from primer ‘Kuṛmāli Ô-Bô-

Āi Suluk Pũthi’ kuRmali o-b-E suluk pVutHi. (11:2017) 
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Figure 24(b): Showing the usage of Chisoi DANDA and DOUBLE DANDA from textbook ‘Kuṛmāli Sāṛā Bāhār’ kuRmali 

saRa bahar (for class-III). (5:2022) 
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Figure 25(a): Showing the Chisoi digits from book ‘Kuṛmāli Cisoi Cinhāp’ kuRmali cisix cinxhapx class-I, last page 

(2009). 
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Figure 25(b): Showing the Chisoi digits 1-10 from pre-primary book ‘Hāmôr Kuṛmāli Cisôi’ hanr kuRmali cisoi, back 

cover (2022). 
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Figure 26: Showing the monthly magazine ‘Pôrôm’ written in both Kurmali and Bengali (2016). 
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Figure 27: Cover picture of first ever Kurmali primer of Bangladesh ‘Gidôrũenke Kuṛmāli Cisôi’ gidruVenke kuRmali 

cisoi , using the latest font. (2021) 
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Figure 28: Showing the first poem of Kurmali book bulan ‘Bulān’ written in both Chisoi and Bengali script (2:2018). 
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Figure 29: Showing Kurmali poem ‘Muduṅ Musuṅ’ muduNmusuN from book ‘Kuṛmāli Cāri Disā’ kuRmali cari disa 

(15:2014). 
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Figure 30: Showing the 5
th

 poem ‘Sārul Pujā’ written in both Chisoi and Bengali scripts from book ‘Cāriceṭhā’ 

cariceTHa (5:2014). 
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Figure 31: web page of All India Kurmali Shaksharta Mission of Chisoi^ (2021). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://chisoikurmali.com/
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Figure 32: New Banner of ‘Sarva Ṥikṣā Abhiyān’ in Chisoi (2021).(courtesy: Facebook) 

 

https://www.facebook.com/100050298076408/posts/462924268727505/?flite=scwspnss
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Figure 33: Extracted from textbook ‘Kuṛmāli Sāṛā Bāhār’ kuRmali saRa bahar (for class-III) (13:2022). 
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Figure 34: Extracted from textbook ‘Kuṛmāli Sāṛā Bāhār’ kuRmali saRa bahar (for class-IV) (16:2022) 
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Figure 35: Extracted from textbook ‘Kuṛmāli Sāṛā Bāhār’ kuRmali saRa bahar (for class-IV) (37:2022) 
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Letter of support from Kurmali Chisoi-A Teachers’ Association: 
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 b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)   

 of proposed characters attached? Yes  

7. Special encoding issues:   

 Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,   

 presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? Yes  

 See proposal for additional details  

8. Additional Information: 

Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that will assist in correct 

understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.  Examples of such properties are: Casing information, 

Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing 

behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode 

normalization related information.  See the Unicode standard at HTUhttp://www.unicode.orgUTH for such information on other scripts.  Also see 

Unicode Character Database ( Hhttp://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/      ) and associated Unicode Technical Reports for information needed for 

consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard. 

 
                                                           
 

http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html
http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html
http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html
http://www.unicode.org/
http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/
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C. Technical - Justification  

   1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? No  

 If YES explain   

2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,   

 user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? Yes  

 If YES, with whom? Jayanta Kumar Mahata, Narayan Mahata, Bikash Mahata, Amalendu Mahata, Susanta 

Mahata, etc 

 

 If YES, available relevant documents: See citations in text proposal  

3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:   

 size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? Yes  

 Reference: See text of proposal  

4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) Common  

 Reference: See text of proposal  

5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? Yes  

 If YES, where?  Reference: See text of proposal  

6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely   

 in the BMP? No  

 If YES, is a rationale provided?   

 If YES, reference:   

7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? Yes  

8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing    

 character or character sequence? No  

 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   

 If YES, reference:   

9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either  

 existing characters or other proposed characters? No  

 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   

 If YES, reference:   

10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)   

 to, or could be confused with, an existing character? No  

 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   

 If YES, reference:   

11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? No  

 If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?   

 If YES, reference:   

 Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?   

 If YES, reference:   

12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as    

 control function or similar semantics? No  

 If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)   

   

   

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? No  

 If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?   

 If YES, reference:   

   

 

 

 

 




